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Introduction
During the past five years or so, lawyers and their clients
have struggled to reconcile their discovery obligations
under federal and state discovery rules with the everexpanding digital universe. Indeed, as technology
continues to evolve, the digital sea of electronically stored
information (“ESI”) produced by companies continues to
rise. Consequently, the costs associated with creating new
information technology (or “IT”) infrastructure, and with
maintaining and preserving (or hosting) ESI, also continue
to rise. In many cases, the duality of rising costs and
increased technological complexity have led companies to
look to third-party providers for some or all of their
infrastructure and hosting needs. In fact, third-party hosts
and IT service providers of varying sizes and offerings are
essentially a ubiquitous reality in our digital economy today.
Consequently, it should not be a surprise that cloud
computing represents a natural, albeit somewhat different,
model in the evolution of the use of IT.
Cloud computing is the term ascribed to the industry shift
and transformation from companies either hosting and
managing their own applications and data on local servers,
or entering into micro-hosting arrangements with third-party
providers to a grid computing model in which users access
a shared computing environment typically being provided
by large and well-entrenched technology companies such
as Google, Microsoft, IBM and Amazon. For many
companies that have embraced cloud computing for all or
some of the IT and hosting needs, gone are the days of
purchasing departments ordering server after server and
rack after rack, or negotiating co-location agreements in
which their servers sit within some third-party’s server farm
in downtown Toronto, Miami or Seattle. Rather, the cloud is
an entirely virtual environment with digital tributaries that
span the globe, moving data from one server to another to
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achieve optimal data storage and retrieval capabilities,
bandwidth optimization, and overall IT cost-effectiveness,
providing all of a company’s data storage, data processing
and distribution needs on an as-needed basis (think
“utility”). This has already begun to transform the traditional
IT model for multinationals, and continuing the trend that
began with hosting and outsourcing, will effectively relieve
companies of the burden and expense of maintaining their
own electronic data and monitoring their own IT
infrastructure. 1 While there were good reasons, pre-dating
the commercial use of the Internet, that the old timesharing
models of the 1960s fell by the wayside and gave way to
corporate IT infrastructure development, the environment
has changed and cloud computing is an idea whose time
may have now arrived.
So, what is it about the new age of discovery and terms like
“cloud computing” that leave lawyers (and perhaps some
clients) with a great degree of caution? Put simply, it is the
existence of a tremendous amount of electronic data, the
potential for lack of control over its location and attendant
uncertainty about the ability to find and process relevant
information in connection with a lawsuit. This fear lies in the
fact that for purposes of meeting discovery obligations, a
company’s data is likely considered to be in the company’s
legal “control,” though a third party actually has the data.
Also uncertain is what is considered “reasonable” with
respect to efforts to identify, preserve and collect relevant
information “in the cloud” under the discovery rules.
This paper will briefly discuss discovery obligations under
the Federal Rules, specifically with respect to e-discovery 2 ;
the “reasonableness” standard as it relates to identification,
preservation and collection of ESI; and particularly
electronic information stored in the cloud. In that regard,
this paper will highlight issues to address with your cloud
provider that may help you minimize cost and burden, and
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help establish “reasonableness” for purposes of meeting
your discovery obligations.

Discovery obligations
Discovery involves the identification, preservation,
collection, review and production of relevant information in
a party’s possession, custody or control. 3
Though living in the digital age may have made certain
aspects of modern life much easier—fewer bankers’ boxes
and paper cuts, for instance—it has undoubtedly made
litigation, and discovery in particular, more difficult and
costly. So much more difficult, in fact, that the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure were amended in 2006 just to
accommodate the rising tide of e discovery in litigation. 4
The 2006 amendments to the Federal Rules expanded the
scope of a party’s discovery obligations to account for the
increasing amount of business conducted electronically.
Notably, the 2006 amendments expanded the definition of
“document” under Rule 34 to include ESI, such as
Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint files, Adobe PDF
files, database records, and CAD/CAM files. 5 The 2006
amendments to the Federal Rules also reaffirmed a party’s
obligation to adequately preserve relevant documents,
including ESI.
Whether a party’s efforts to identify, preserve and collect
relevant information are sufficient under the Federal Rules
is judged against a standard of reasonableness. When
dealing with e discovery, the starting point for determining
what is reasonable begins with the famous Zubulake
decisions, authored by Judge Shira Scheindlin of the
Southern District of New York. Most recently, in Pension
Committee v. Banc of America Securities, LLC, Judge
Scheindlin reiterated that “the duty to preserve means what
it says and that a failure to preserve records – paper or
electronic – and to search in the right places for those
records, will inevitably result in the spoliation of evidence,” 6
and sanctioned numerous plaintiffs, some with an adverse
inference. And yet despite the guidance given to litigants
during the past five years or so from “think tanks” such as
the Sedona Conference and the ever-expanding body of
case law, reasonableness remains relatively undefined and
dependent on the facts and circumstances of each case.
What is known is that the failure to take reasonably
appropriate steps to preserve relevant information and to
perform a reasonable search of pertinent repositories could
result in sanctions for spoliation of evidence.
And though there is a dearth of case law about what is
“reasonable” in terms of identifying, collecting and
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preserving data in the “cloud,” the reasonableness
standard undoubtedly applies to efforts in the cloud as well
as other locations of ESI.

Rule 26(f) issues
Knowledge of the cloud provider’s policies related to the
identification, preservation and collection of your data is
crucial for purposes of meeting your Rule 26(f) obligations.
Rule 26(f) requires that parties meet early in the case to
discuss, among other things, “any issues about disclosure
or discovery of electronically stored information, including
the form or forms in which it should be produced.” 7 In
today’s discovery landscape, it is critical to come to
Rule 26 conferences with a full understanding of potential
e-discovery issues. If disputes about the reasonableness of
preservation and/or collection efforts of ESI arise, the
parties should raise them with each other and the court, if
necessary, early in the case. Given the fact-specific inquiry
with respect to reasonableness of your preservation and
collection efforts (and the potential for severe sanctions for
failure to adequately comply), it is likewise important to
address ESI issues in the cloud, as discussed below, early
in the case. These issues include, among others,
identification of cloud provider(s) and sub-contractors, data
retention and preservation policies for data in the cloud,
and terms of access and ability to collect information from
the cloud. It is important to raise problems in these areas
before you are too far into the litigation and potentially
subject to spoliation sanctions.
Notably, Rule 26(b)(2)(B) sets forth specific limitations with
respect to ESI: “A party need not provide discovery of
electronically stored information from sources that the party
identifies as not reasonably accessible because of undue
burden or cost.” The burden is on the party from whom the
discovery is sought to show that the ESI is not reasonably
accessible. However, blanket assertions that data is
inaccessible merely because it resides in a cloud will not
pass muster. Understanding the terms of the cloud
provider’s policies regarding identification, preservation and
collection of ESI will help determine the extent to which it is
“reasonably accessible,” and will provide a basis for
negotiating cost shifting, production formats and production
timelines.

Getting a handle on what you have
he threshold task in identifying, preserving and collecting
relevant information is finding the information. Traditionally,
identification of such information involved reviewing the
contents of file cabinets and desk drawers for relevant
paper documents. And although the process as it relates to
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paper discovery is undeniably laborious, there are only so
many file cabinets, desk drawers and boxes in which
potentially relevant paper documents might be stored. In
short, the locations are defined and finite.
The process of identifying relevant ESI, on the other hand,
presents a multitude of challenges. Businesses today rely
on a variety of electronic solutions for data creation,
storage and maintenance. A quick review of the programs
installed on an employee’s desktop probably reveals an
email exchange program such as Microsoft Outlook,
document processing software such as Microsoft Word,
and a database application such as Oracle for inventory
management, customer contact information and accounts
receivables. Relevant information might reside in any or all
of these locations. And although possibly numerous, these
locations are readily known, or ascertainable, by a
company’s IT personnel and database administrators.
A company’s electronic infrastructure typically is created
and managed by in-house IT personnel. As such, involving
your IT personnel in locating relevant ESI is critical, as
these individuals are the masters of data mapping, 8 in that
they are responsible for setting up and administering
individual user accounts, email accounts, networks, share
drives and e-rooms. Thus, they know, or are able to find
out, where ESI resides within (and outside of) the
company. A party can comply with its discovery obligations
by creating a data map, locating and conducting a
reasonable search of the data repositories on the data
map, and taking appropriate steps to preserve any
responsive information.

e-Discovery and the cloud: identification,
preservation and collection issues
So what happens when a company decides to outsource
data services and storage to a cloud provider? The
electronic landscape shifts, leaving a company’s data map
a little less clear. Unlike documents and traditionally
maintained ESI, information in the cloud is not limited to
finite areas. A company’s data is no longer hosted and
managed on networks and servers owned by the company.
In fact, a single company’s data may be stored on a variety
of servers, each on a separate network, and potentially
housed in a different country. 9 Identifying and collecting
potentially relevant ESI is no longer as easy as having IT
walk down the hall to copy someone’s “My Documents”
folder off of his or her desktop or laptop computer (to use a
simple example).
Though cloud computing is a relatively new frontier, for
purposes of e-discovery, the goal is to be able to
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demonstrate to a court that your efforts at all points in the
process of identifying, preserving and collecting relevant
information were reasonable. The following practices will
help allow you to argue “reasonableness” at each step, and
potentially reduce both costs and burden in doing so. For
any of these steps, be prepared to work with a vendor who
is knowledgeable about cloud computing issues.

Locating information in the cloud
As with traditionally stored ESI, know where to find your
data. Before finding yourself in anticipation of litigation,
consult with IT personnel to identify a comprehensive list of
the company’s cloud providers and potential locations of
data. In this regard, follow up with the cloud provider to try
to determine whether the cloud provider uses any subcontractors for storing data. Also, be sure to inquire about
where the cloud provider physically stores data and
whether or not there are any specific issues regarding that
data storage that you should be aware of, such as storage
format and archiving schedules and capabilities.

Preserving information in the cloud
Cloud-stored data should be addressed in your document
retention and destruction policies, as well as in litigation
holds. As Judge Scheindlin decreed, the preservation
obligation is triggered once a company reasonably
anticipates litigation. 10 The first step in preserving data is
the issuance of a litigation-hold notice to key custodians as
well as to IT; in this new frontier, the hold notice should
also be sent to the cloud provider(s). But the mere
issuance of a litigation hold is not, in itself, sufficient—
companies must take affirmative steps to preserve relevant
ESI. Typically, companies must identify the key data
custodians and take reasonable steps to preserve their
data, be it through the imaging of their hard drives or the
targeted copying of their user-created files, ceasing
automatic deletion of email, and potentially preserving
back-up tapes.
Follow-up steps within the cloud require that companies
have a detailed understanding of various cloud provider
policies. First, what, if anything, will the cloud provider do to
implement your legal hold? If the cloud provider will not
agree to implement a legal hold (including with respect to
any sub-contractors it may use to provide services), it may
be necessary to immediately “self-collect” the data before it
gets lost or destroyed. 11 Second, what are the provider’s
data-retention and back-up policies? Will it suspend any
data-destruction policies with respect to your data? Does
the cloud provider outsource its data backup? Try to find
out which parties are responsible for conducting, executing
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and maintaining the data and backup. Third, what is the
manner in which the data is maintained? On what kind of
cloud is a party’s data resident—public, private or hybrid?
Is it kept separately from other companies’ data? If not,
how are different retention policies reconciled (assuming
the cloud provider will follow its customers’ retention
policies)? Is the data “co-mingled” with other data on backup tapes? If so, how can your data reasonably be
extracted?
Knowing the answers to these questions will allow legal
and IT personnel to make recommendations for dataretention policies and determinations about the need for
backing up critical data upon reasonable anticipation of
litigation. If the cloud provider will not agree to suspend
destruction of relevant information once you find yourself in
anticipation of litigation, work with your IT staff or a vendor
to make alternate arrangements to preserve data
maintained in the cloud.

Accessing and collecting information in the
cloud
Collection of relevant electronically stored information can
be one of the most costly, technologically demanding and
labor intensive parts of the discovery process. Regardless
of whether you self-collect or rely on a third-party vendor to
perform a collection for you, several issues need to be
addressed:

creation dates of the collected data. In that regard, costs
and the burden of retrieving can greatly increase.
Third, can self-collection be accomplished with minimal
upset to your daily computing environment? Or must the
collection take place after hours so as not to interfere with
server access and bandwidth needs, and if that is the case,
what are the costs?
Again, knowing the answers to these questions will help
with meeting Rule 26 obligations.

Negotiating with the cloud provider
There are various types of “clouds,” including private,
public and hybrid clouds. While most public cloud providers
offer “take it or leave it” contracts, some cloud providers,
depending on the type of provider and/or size of the
account, for example, offer more flexibility in negotiating
provisions with respect to data retention and preservation,
implementation of a legal hold and data collection. At the
outset of a relationship with a cloud provider, legal and IT
should coordinate to ensure that these bases are covered.
If you are able to negotiate, keep in mind the following
points (and if you are not able to negotiate, make sure you
are aware of the following issues so that you can address
them as part of a reasonableness inquiry):


For purposes of identification, know where your ESI
will be located at all (or at least most) times. Ask the
cloud provider to let you know the location of the
servers on which your information will be stored. If you
have an issue with certain information being hosted in
certain states or countries, make that known to the
cloud provider at the outset. Find out who is
responsible for maintaining those servers and your
data. Determine whether or not any sub-contractors
are involved. If so, try to ensure that there is
transparency as to who is handling your data, where
your data is located, and further, that these subcontractors will implement the identification,
preservation and collection (as well as security and
privacy) terms upon which you have agreed with the
primary cloud provider. Similarly, the primary cloud
provider should have the right to audit any data
maintained by sub-contractors to ensure that these
policies are properly enforced.



For purposes of preservation, ensure that the cloud
provider will implement, or at least adhere to, your
data-retention and back-up policies according to your
retention schedules. Try to secure agreement that the
cloud provider (and any sub-contractor) will take steps

First, know how to access and collect your information.
Ensure that the cloud provider has access to all data
centers used for data storage, so that you are not faced
with a situation in which your provider (or you) cannot
access your data. Is the company’s existing IT
infrastructure compatible with the infrastructure of the
cloud? If not, costs and the burden of retrieving information
can greatly increase. Who can retrieve the information?
Does your cloud provider allow for self-collection of
custodian files? Are there access restrictions? Who is
responsible for the costs to retrieve it—if the company
bears the cost, what is it? If self-collection is not an option,
you will likely incur the added expense of engaging a
vendor to perform your data collections for you. In this
regard, you will need to determine if the cloud provider will
work with a vendor if necessary.
Second, in what format will the data be collected? As
maintained in the ordinary course of business? As with any
ESI, if metadata (i.e., creation date, last modified date, etc.)
is potentially important to the case, a vendor may be
needed in order to preserve the modification, access and
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to preserve data within a reasonable time frame after
receiving notice. Provide the cloud provider with a
copy of your draft litigation-hold letter, and inform the
cloud provider of your expectations regarding data
preservation once you anticipate litigation. At a
minimum, try to get a commitment that the provider
will follow your instructions regarding preservation and
ceasing deletion of data, including with any third-party
sub-contractors. Also, ensure that you can conduct
periodic quality control audits to assess the integrity of
ESI hosted in the cloud.


For purposes of access and collection, you should
also make sure you know how to actually get to your
data. Identify any limitations on access to your data
once it has migrated into the cloud. Make sure the
cloud provider’s infrastructure is compatible with your
existing IT infrastructure, that metadata will be
preserved if necessary or important to your case, and
that you will be able to access and collect your data,
perhaps on short notice, as it is kept in the ordinary
course of business. If your company is subpoenaed,
you may need access to your data as it is maintained
in the ordinary course of business within a short turnaround time.



If the cloud provider is subpoenaed for your data,
ensure that the cloud provider will notify you
immediately upon receipt of the subpoena. You will
also want to secure the cloud provider’s cooperation in
connection with any motion to quash or any protective
order necessary to prevent the disclosure of your
data. The contract should spell out the cloud
provider’s obligations in this regard.



You will also want to ensure that the cloud provider
will provide affidavits, declarations, or other testimony
as necessary to establish chains of custody and
authenticity for purposes of admissibility.



Finally, try to incorporate provisions that shift
associated costs to the cloud provider, especially
those costs associated with preserving and collecting
data maintained in the cloud.

The failure to address these issues up front could increase
your costs in the context of your discovery obligations, and
potentially offset any cost savings associated with using
the cloud in the first instance. In addition, although
untested as of yet, a company that had the opportunity to
negotiate these provisions, but either missed the
opportunity during the negotiations or otherwise waived
these rights, may be subject to sanctions and penalties at a
later date.
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Call to action
Meeting discovery obligations when data is stored in the
cloud need not be daunting. As a preliminary matter,
identification, preservation and collection efforts can be
more “reasonably” managed, reducing costs and lessening
the inevitable burden, by managing data-retention prelitigation. Reed Smith’s e-discovery and technology
specialists can provide guidance, create accurate and upto-date data maps, and draft retention policies that comply
with all laws governing retention of particular information,
thereby helping to minimize e-discovery costs down the
road, including costs associated with retrieving data from
the cloud.
If possible, you should negotiate “up front” the issues noted
above, which will help minimize the burden and costs
associated with e-discovery in the cloud, and also help to
establish that you have taken reasonable steps in
connection with meeting your discovery obligations. Reed
Smith’s e-discovery and technology specialists can work
with your IT and purchasing departments and assist in
negotiating these provisions.
Many providers, however, offer “take it or leave it”
contracts. If that is the type of agreement you have already
entered into with a cloud provider, it is still critical to know
the terms of your contract, to take reasonable steps to
identify, preserve and collect relevant data in light of these
terms, and, as discussed above, to be able to demonstrate
that you took reasonable steps given the terms of the cloud
provider’s contract. You must also be able to explain the
terms of your agreement with the cloud provider to a judge
if necessary (for example, to the extent a dispute arises
regarding the reasonableness of any of these steps in
connection with a Rule 26(f) conference). Again, Reed
Smith’s litigators and e-discovery authorities have deep
experience in this regard, and can assist in investigating
and taking the steps necessary to create this record.

Conclusion
In light of the discussion above, one conclusion an attorney
advising business enterprises might reach is that cloud
computing is far too complex and risky for adoption,
especially given the legal risks inherent in electronic
discovery and the production of evidence. While some may
get away with that for a short time—fear of something new
is often a powerful driver—companies may well soon
discover that the benefits of cloud computing far outweigh
the risks, and perhaps the risks are far more manageable
with prudent counsel and some careful management than
one might suspect on first impression. The key to
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successful cloud computing is to understand the risks,
address them as best as one can from the outset of a
client/customer/cloud provider relationship, and continue to
monitor the cloud, knowing and being fully informed of the
risks and the rewards.
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— Endnotes —
•
1

For purposes of this article, “data” and “information” are used interchangeably.

2

The process of identifying, preserving, collecting, reviewing and producing ESI is referred to as e-discovery.

3

Once a party reasonably anticipates becoming involved in litigation, the party must take appropriate steps to preserve relevant information. Federal
Rule 26(b)(1) provides: “Unless otherwise limited by court order, the scope of discovery is as follows: Parties may obtain discovery regarding any
non-privileged matter that is relevant to any party’s claim or defense…. Relevant information need not be admissible at the trial if the discovery appears
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.”

4

The 2006 amendments affected Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Nos. 16, 26, 33, 34, 37 and 45.

5

Rule 34 obligates a party to produce or permit inspection of any “designated documents or electronically stored information—including writings, drawings,
graphs, charts, photographs, sound recordings, images, and other data or data compilations—stored in any medium from which information can be obtained
either directly or, if necessary, after translation by the responding party into a reasonably usable form.” The advisory committee notes clarify that “[t]he Rule
covers—either as documents or as electronically stored information—information ‘stored in any medium,’ to encompass future developments in computer
technology” and that the Rule “is intended to be broad enough to cover all current types of computer-based information, and flexible enough to encompass
future changes or developments.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 34 advisory committee’s notes (2006 amendments).

6

Pension Committee v. Banc of America Securities, LLC, No. 05 Civ. 9016 (SAS), 2010 WL 184312, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 15, 2010).

7

See Rule 26(f)(3). Some jurisdictions have enacted rules that specifically require detailed knowledge of data identification, preservation and collection issues
for purposes of the initial Rule 26(f) conference. For example, the Seventh Circuit recently implemented an e-discovery pilot program, the purpose of which
is to evaluate and improve pretrial litigation procedures in the hopes of reducing the cost and burden of e-discovery consistent with Rule 1 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. The pilot program committee created a set of principles that will eventually be incorporated into a standing order in the Seventh
Circuit, to address commonly encountered e-discovery issues such as education, costs, preservation, collection and processing of ESI. Co-author Claire
Covington, of Reed Smith’s Chicago office, serves as a member of the Seventh Circuit’s pilot program committee.

8

Data mapping is a process that involves identifying the location of data across a company’s network, or outside the network, to the extent data-hosting is
outsourced.

9

Data security and privacy issues are generally beyond the scope of this paper. That said, companies should research the physical location of the cloud
provider’s data center, as this could also have far-reaching legal effects on data privacy and portability. Awareness of and compliance with data protection
regulations, such as HIPAA, usually remains the responsibility of the company, not the cloud provider. Furthermore, if the cloud provider is located offshore,
ESI may be subject to the data protection laws of the country in which it is stored, thus affecting a company’s ability to retrieve and control its own data.

10

Zubulake v. UBS Warburg, 220 F.R.D. 212 (S.D.N.Y. 2003); see also Pension Committee v. Banc of America Securities, LLC, No. 05 Civ. 9016 (SAS), 2010
WL 184312, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 15, 2010).

11

Self-collection refers to the process of utilizing a company’s own IT personnel, as opposed to a third party, such as an e-discovery vendor or forensic
collection specialist, to copy and collect potentially relevant ESI.
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